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STATE’S OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR NEW  

TRIAL BASED ON NEWLY DISCOVERED EVIDENCE 
 

DATE OF HEARING:  JULY 12, 2021 
TIME OF HEARING:  8:30 AM 

COMES NOW, the State of Nevada, by STEVEN B. WOLFSON, Clark County 

District Attorney, through GIANCARLO PESCI, Chief Deputy District Attorney, and hereby 

submits the attached Points and Authorities in Opposition to Defendant’s Motion For New 

Trial Based On Newly Discovered Evidence. 

This opposition is made and based upon all the papers and pleadings on file herein, the 

attached points and authorities in support hereof, and oral argument at the time of hearing, if 

deemed necessary by this Honorable Court. 

// 

// 

// 

// 
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POINTS AND AUTHORITIES 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

On July 17, 2018, Defendant Kody Harlan (“Defendant”) and co-defendant Jaiden 

Caruso (“Caruso”) were charged with Count 1 – Murder with Use of a Deadly Weapon 

(Category A Felony); and Count 2 – Robbery with Use of a Deadly Weapon (Category B 

Felony); and Count 3 – Accessory to Murder with Use of a Deadly Weapon (Category C 

Felony).  

On April 8, 2019, Defendant filed a Motion to Sever or in the Alternative Motion to 

Deem Statements of the Co-Defendant Inadmissible (“Motion to Sever”). On April 11, 2019, 

the State filed an Opposition to Appellant’s Motion to Sever.  

On April 18, 2019, Defendant filed a Motion in Limine Regarding Prior Bad Acts and 

Photo/Videographic Evidence (“Motion to Preclude Prior Bad Acts”). On April 25, 2019, the 

State filed an Opposition to Defendant’s Motion to Preclude Prior Bad Acts. On April 23, 

2019, the District Court denied the Motion to Sever.  

Defendant’s and Caruso’s jury trial began on July 29, 2019. On August 7, 2019, the 

jury found Appellant guilty of all counts. The jury found Caruso guilty of First-Degree Murder 

with Use of Deadly Weapon as to Count 1, Robbery with Use of Deadly Weapon as to Count 

2.  

On August 13, 2019, Defendant filed a Notice of Motion to Place on Calendar to Set 

Aside Guilty Verdict and to Counts One and Two; in the Alternative Motion for a New Trial 

and to Request Additional Time for Supplemental Briefing (“Motion for New Trial”). On 

August 20, 2019, the State filed an Opposition to Defendant’s Motion for New Trial. On 

September 12, 2019, Defendant filed a Supplemental Briefing for Motion for New Trial. On 

September 26, 2019, the State filed a Supplemental Opposition to Motion for New Trial. On 

October 3, 2019, Defendant filed a Response to State’s Opposition to Supplemental Briefing 

for Motion for New Trial. On October 10, 2019, the District Court heard argument on 

Defendant’s Motion for New Trial and scheduled a limited evidentiary hearing on the sole 

issue of the jury discussing improper testimony.  
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On November 25, 2019, the District Court held an evidentiary hearing and denied 

Defendant’s Motion for New Trial. On December 10, 2019, Defendant was sentenced to Count 

1 – twenty (20) years to life, plus a consecutive forty-eight (48) to one hundred twenty (120) 

months for the deadly weapon enhancement; Count 2 – and forty-eight (48) to one hundred 

twenty (120) months, plus a consecutive term of forty-eight (48) to one hundred twenty (120) 

months for the deadly weapon enhancement, to run concurrent with Count 1; and Count 3 – 

eighteen (18) to sixty (60) months. Defendant’s Judgment of Conviction was filed on 

December 12, 2019.  

Defendant filed a Notice of Appeal on January 9, 2020 and filed his Opening Brief on 

March 17, 2021. 

On June 29, 2021, Defendant filed the instant Motion for New Trial Based on Newly 

Discovered Evidence (“Motion for New Trial”).  

STATEMENT OF THE FACTS 

Throughout trial, the State called 21 witnesses to testify. Of these witnesses, 8 were lay 

witnesses, 12 were law enforcement, and 1 was a coroner. Additionally, the State admitted 155 

exhibits. The relevant testimony of the State’s witnesses is outlined below. 

Alaric Oliver  

Alaric Oliver was invited to a residence located at 2736 Cool Lilac in Henderson, 

Nevada, on June 7, 2018. Oliver stayed the night at that home and left early the morning of 

June 8, 2018, to walked to purchase food. When Oliver returned to the residence, Kymani 

Thompson, Ghunner Methvin, Charleston Osurman, Vince (last name unknown), and 

Defendant and Caruso were present. Oliver saw both Defendant and Caruso with firearms. 

Everyone was drinking and smoking marijuana from about noon to 2:30 PM.  

Around 12:30 PM, Defendant and Caruso left to pick up Matthew Minkler (“Minkler”). 

Defendant, Caruso, and Minkler returned to the house around 1:00 PM with a bag of Xanax. 

Everyone continued smoking, drinking, and taking Xanax. Throughout the next hour and a 

half, Caruso would take all except one bullet out of his revolver, point it at different people 
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and locations around the house, and pull the trigger. At some point, Oliver saw Caruso fire his 

revolver into the ceiling.  

Less than an hour later, Minkler was standing in the kitchen when Caruso stood up from 

a chair in the living room, walked over to Minkler, picked up the revolver, pointed it at 

Minkler’s head, and pulled the trigger. Defendant was on the couch with his head on the 

headrest. Oliver immediately panicked and ran out the back door. Defendant and Caruso 

remained in the house. Oliver did not believe the shooting was accidental.  

Kymani Thompson  

Thompson was invited to a party at the Cool Lilac residence on June 8, 2018 and arrived 

with his friend Methvin around 12:30 or 1:00 PM. Oliver, Osurman, Ghunnar, and Defendant 

and Caruso were present when they arrived and were drinking, smoking marijuana, and taking 

Xanax. When Thompson first arrived, he had a bad vibe and “something didn’t feel right.” 

Thompson saw Defendant with a semi-automatic pistol, Caruso with a revolver, and heard 

them planning a “lick”—slang for robbery—to obtain money for more marijuana. After 

Defendant and Caruso planned the robbery, they left to pick up Minkler. Defendant and Caruso 

returned with Minkler who brought more marijuana.  

Over the course of the next couple of hours, Caruso would take all except one bullet 

out of the revolver, point it, and “dry click” the trigger. When Caruso shot his revolver into 

the ceiling, Thompson’s bad feeling intensified so he and Methvin left.  

Thompson returned to the house shortly after he left to retrieve his lighter because he 

did not want to leave a trace of being at the house. After leaving the house the second time, 

Methvin received a FaceTime call from Caruso. Methvin handed the phone to Thompson who 

saw and heard Caruso state he killed Minkler. When Thompson heard this, he hung up because 

he did not want anything to do with “that.”  

When Thompson spoke to detectives on June 13, 2018, he said that he believed 

Defendant and Caruso were trying to rob Minkler for money or marijuana, and Minkler 

resisted. While Thompson indicated that this theory was generated by what he heard in the 

media after the killing when questioned on cross examination; Thompson clarified during re-
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direct examination that his robbery theory stemmed from hearing and seeing Defendant and 

Caruso talking about doing a “lick” and Minkler’s name coming up during that conversation.  

Ghunner Methvin  

Defendant and Caruso invited Methvin to the Cool Lilac home on June 8, 2018. 

Methvin arrived with Thompson and met Osurman, Defendant, Caruso, and Oliver who were 

smoking marijuana and drinking alcohol. Defendant and Caruso took Xanax.  

Methvin saw Caruso with a revolver and Defendant with a pistol, and testified that both 

were pointing them at people, which made him nervous. Methvin also saw Caruso take all 

except one bullet out of the revolver, aim it at everyone in the house with the exception of 

Defendant, and pull the trigger.  

Methvin felt uncomfortable at the house and believed Caruso was planning on doing 

something to someone in the house that day. While at the house, Methvin heard Caruso state 

he wanted to commit a “lick” and kill someone. Defendant was awake when Caruso made this 

statement. Within twenty (20) minutes of Caruso making this statement, Defendant and Caruso 

left to pick up Minkler. Defendant and Caruso returned with Minkler, who had Xanax.  

When Caruso shot his gun at the ceiling, Methvin and Thompson panicked and fled the 

house. After they left, Caruso called Methvin and told him to come back to the house because 

the police were not coming. Methvin confirmed that he and Thompson returned to the house 

to get Thompson’s lighter before leaving a second time. When Caruso FaceTimed Thompson 

and Methvin, Caruso told Thompson he killed Minkler and asked them to hang out with him 

and smoke marijuana. Methvin and Thompson did not return to the house.  

Charleston Osurman  

Osurman was at the Cool Lilac residence on June 8, 2018 when Defendant and Caruso 

arrived around 10:00 AM in a silver Mercedes. Defendant possessed a semi-automatic pistol, 

and Caruso possessed a 357 revolver. Osurman indicated that Defendant or Caruso invited 

Minkler over to the house and both drove to pick Minkler up, something they had not done for 

anyone else at the house.  
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Osurman testified that when Caruso shot into the ceiling, he almost shot Minkler. 

Minkler then grabbed the gun and told Caruso he was lucky he did not shoot someone. 

Osurman confirmed that Thompson and Methvin left the residence after Caruso the shot into 

the ceiling. Within fifteen (15) minutes of Caruso shooting into the ceiling, Osurman took a 

Xanax and fell asleep. Shortly thereafter, Osurman awoke to another gunshot and saw Minkler 

on the kitchen floor and Caruso standing in the kitchen. Osurman and Oliver then fled.  

Kristin Prentiss  

Kristin Prentiss testified that Oliver and Osurman called him over FaceTime while at 

the Cool Lilac Residence. During that conversation, another man came onto the phone and 

asked how to dispose of a body and Osurman showed Prentiss Minkler’s body on the floor. 

Prentiss said he did not know what to do about the body and hung up. Prentiss also testified 

that he knew Minkler was a drug dealer.  

Detective Spangler 

Detective Spangler conducted a forensic analysis on Appellant’s, Caruso’s, and 

Minkler’s phones. Spangler recovered three (3) videos from Caruso’s phone. The first video 

was taken at 12:59 PM showed Caruso holding a revolver with one bullet in it and pointing 

the barrel of the revolver at the camera.  

The second video was filmed at 2:44 PM showed Caruso stating that he “just caught a 

body,” and with Minkler’s bloody and crumpled up body lying on the floor in a pool of blood 

around his head. Appellant can be seen in that video. The third video filmed only eight (8) 

minutes later, also depicts Minkler’s lifeless body with Appellant in the background asking, 

“are we just gonna leave this Nig** here?” to which Caruso said he did not know whose home 

they were in and appeared more concerned with the blood on his shoes. These videos were 

filmed through Snapchat and at least one (1) video was posted to Snapchat. Caruso’s phone 

also revealed calls to Osurman and Methvin the afternoon of June 8, 2018.  

Traceo Meadows  

Meadows arrived the Cool Lilac residence on June 8, 2018, after receiving a phone call 

that there was a body there. Inside the house, Meadows saw Minkler’s body on the kitchen 
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floor. Defendant and Caruso told Meadows that Caruso shot Minkler and they needed to move 

the body. Defendant removed Minkler’s shoes and Minkler’s wallet and phone from his blood-

soaked pants pockets. Defendant threw Minkler’s phone to the floor and destroyed it. 

Meadows helped Caruso move Minkler’s body to the hallway closet. Caruso used the kitchen 

sink faucet to spray water on the floor in an attempt to clean up the blood on the floor. 

Meadows spray painted the walls in the living room and pool table-area while Defendant spray 

painted “Fuck Matt” above the closet where Minkler’s body was stuffed and “RIP” on the 

floor. This all occurred in a thirty (30)-minute timeframe.  

Appellant, Caruso, and Meadows got into a silver Mercedes and Appellant drove them 

to the Galleria Mall to shop less than one (1) hour after Minkler’s murder. During the drive, 

Caruso boasted about killing Minkler. After they left the mall, Meadows felt uncomfortable 

and asked to be dropped off because of the way Caruso was acting after just killing someone, 

and because Appellant was looking at him in a strange way.  

COR Footlocker  

Somridee McCassrey, a Regional Manager for Footlocker, authenticated video 

surveillance and a receipt from the store located inside the Galleria Mall. Defendant was 

depicted on video surveillance buying a pair of Air Force One sneakers with large amounts of 

cash at 3:52 PM.  

Detective Calvano  

Detective Calvano recovered video surveillance from the Galleria Mall.1 The 

surveillance documents the Defendant, Caruso, and Traceo Meadows walking into the mall at 

approximately 3:23 PM. All three enter Shoe Palace at approximately 3:30 PM and are seen 

leaving at 4:35 PM. Defendant is seen carrying a Footlocker shopping bag Caruso is seen 

carrying a Shoe Palace shopping bag.  

Angelina Knox  

On the night of June 8, 2018, Angelina Knox went to an apartment complex party with 

two friends, Jacy and Patrick. At the party, Knox observed both the Defendant and Caruso 

1 This surveillance footage was admitted at trial as Exhibit 149.  
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with firearms. Knox either personally heard, or was told by Patrick, that Defendant said he 

“caught a body.” When the police broke up the party later that night, Knox and her two friends 

obtained a ride from the Defendant and Caruso. Defendant was driving the silver Mercedes 

and Caruso sat in the front passenger seat. While driving, police attempted to stop the 

Mercedes. Defendant drove erratically to flee and crashed the car into a pole. Defendant and 

Caruso fled from the vehicle in opposite directions.  

Officer Cochran  

Officer Cochran testified that a silver Mercedes sped away when she activated her lights 

and sirens to pull it over. Due to traffic volume, Cochran did not actively pursue the vehicle, 

but continued to drive in the same direction as the Mercedes. The Mercedes continued to speed 

through traffic and caused an accident. When Cochran stopped to aid to any injured people, 

she saw Caruso flee the scene and pursued him on foot. Cochran pursued Caruso through an 

alleyway, over a wall, and through a restaurant until he ultimately surrendered. After Caruso 

was placed in handcuffs, he spontaneously said that nothing mattered because everything 

would wash off his record when he turned eighteen (18).  

Officer O. Mancuso  

Henderson Officer Mancuso responded to the crash and received a description of 

Defendant who fled. Mancuso apprehended Defendant attempting to escape on a child’s 

bicycle at the Villas Apartments approximately one (1) mile from the crash.  

Detective Nichols 

Detective Nichols was the lead investigator on the case and obtained search warrants 

for Defendant’s, Caruso’s, and Minkler’s Snapchat accounts. Videos from Minkler’s Snapchat 

account included a video of Minkler holding a substantial amount of cash on June 7, 2018.  

Nichols interviewed Defendant who admitted to helping clean up Minkler’s murder 

scene. Defendant claimed Minkler somehow “popped up” at the house that day and stated 

Defendant was not driving the Mercedes. Defendant stated Minkler was his “homey,” and he 

would not abandon Minkler at the house. Defendant stated that they were trying to help 
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Minkler and he did not know Minkler was dead. Defendant repeatedly denied possessing a 

firearm and claimed he was being 100% honest with police.  

When detectives recovered the wallet from the back of the Mercedes, the only thing left 

in it was Minkler’s school identification card.  

CSAs Hornback, Newbold, and Proietto  

Crime Scene Analyst Hornback recovered a 357 revolver, Nike shoes, a Footlocker 

receipt dated June 8, 2018, iPhones, a laptop, and a Coach wallet with only Minkler’s high 

school identification card inside from the Mercedes.  

Crime Scene Analyst Proietto took photos and impounded items from the residence at 

Cool Lilac, which included Minkler’s body found thrown in a closet with his sweatpants 

pockets tuned out, the words “Fuck Matt” spray painted on the closet door, “RIP” on the floor 

outside the closet, bullet holes, blood stains and brain fragments, and bloody rags.  

Kathy Geil 

Forensic Scientist Geil analyzed the revolver found in the silver Mercedes and matched 

it to cartridges recovered at Minkler’s murder scene.  

ARGUMENT 

Defendant argues that he is entitled to a new trial based on alleged “new evidence”: 
 

1) District attorney Giancarlo Pesci brought up the conversation about 
wanting to do a lick or robbery to Ghunnar first during his pre-trial 
interview of Ghunnar.  
2) This information about Ghunnar telling Mr. Pesci about that he too 
heard conversation about wanting to do a lick or a robbery was never made 
known to the Defense prior to trial.  

 

Motion for New Trial, at 10 (emphasis in original).  

Defendant believes this was new evidence because Ghunnar did not tell detectives that 

he heard Defendant or Caruso planning a “lick.” Id. at 11. Defendant argues that this entitles 

him to a new trial for three reasons: (1) this evidence was “new” and derailed Defendant’s 

theory of defense; (2) the State’s failure to provide this information to Defendant prior to trial 

violated the State’s discovery obligations under Brady and Giglio; and (3) this statement about 
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what Ghunnar heard Defendant and Caruso discussing was a co-conspirator statement that 

should have been disclosed to Defendant pursuant to NRS 174.235. Id. at 11-16. 

In support of Defendant’s claim, he has provided two affidavits: one from an 

investigator who allegedly spoke with Ghunnar and Ghunnar’s mother about the conversation 

Ghunnar had with Mr. Pesci; and one from his paralegal who was present during a phone 

conversation defense counsel had with Ghunnar’s mother. Id. at 5-9. According to the 

investigator’s affidavit, when the investigator spoke with Ghunnar in October 2020, Ghunnar 

informed him that Mr. Pesci asked Ghunnar if he heard anyone state they were looking to hit 

a “lick.” Id. at 7. The investigator’s affidavit further alleges that he spoke with Ghunnar’s 

mother who stated that “at no time did her son state or tell her that [Defendant] engaged in 

conversation about ‘hitting a lick’ or robbing someone.” Id. at 8. Next, the paralegal’s affidavit 

states that she was present when counsel spoke with Ghunnar’s mother who stated that 

Ghunnar never said anything to Mr. Pesci about hearing Defendant say he wanted to “do a 

lick.” Id. at 9. Interestingly, Defendant has not provided affidavits from Ghunnar or his mother.  

As an initial matter, the State would note that this is not the first time Defendant has 

filed a Motion for New Trial. Specifically, six days after the jury found Defendant guilty of 

all charged crimes, Defendant filed a Motion to Place on Calendar to Set Aside Guilty Verdict 

as to Counts One and Two; in the Alternative Motion for a New Trial and to Request 

Additional Time for Supplemental Briefing. In that Motion to Place on Calendar to Set Aside 

Guilty Verdict as to Counts One and Two; in the Alternative Motion for a New Trial and to 

Request Additional Time for Supplemental Briefing, Defendant claimed he was entitled to a 

new trial based on juror misconduct. In support of his claims, Defendant attached an affidavit 

from a single juror. After an evidentiary hearing, the district court correctly concluded that the 

claims raised in the affidavit were baseless and unsupported by any corroborating evidence.  

Notably, that original motion filed after the verdicts made no mention of this alleged 

new evidence or of the alleged impropriety of asking about a “lick” during a pretrial meeting. 

This is suspect because, as explained below and as admitted by Defendant, the conversation 

Ghunnar and Mr. Pesci had prior to trial was admitted at trial. Accordingly, to just now raise 
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